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Introduction
Swirlie Girls is a site that does an excellent job showing viewers that college football isn't the only place
you can find an entertaining 'Bowl Game' these days! Some of the biggest names in porn agree to show
the amazing tricks they can do in cramped quarters and every scene features plenty of hardcore sucking
and fucking.... with a royal flush finish that washes away any bit of dignity these girls had when the
scene started. Is it humiliating? Maybe. Is it fun? Check out the free preview and see for yourself!

Adult Review
Many people think sex is best left to the bedroom. They miss out on all the public sex outdoors and kitchen fucking against
cabinets and drawers. Taking sex to new places and making use of cramped spaces is one way to stop your love life from
becoming stale... and the Swirlie Girls are here to show you why your bathroom belongs at the top of your list of places to
fuck next!
  
  As the newest addition to The Hardcore Network, Swirlie Girls has the huge advantage of being able to offer all of the
Included Sites on the list to the right side of this review. That's so many hours of HD porn that you had better get an ice-pack
ready for your cock if you plan to watch it all now.
  
  Scenes are filmed in amazing 1920x1080 HD clarity that looks fantastic full-screen on your monitor or high-def television.
Each scene also comes with a full picture set in high-res as well, and Swirlie Girls includes access to a members only
message board, solo girl journals and one of the best network lineups of any porn multi-pass out there these days.
  
  Toilet games are taboo but on Swirlie Girls the whores have fun too. Each scene features another top name porn star like
Kelly Wells or Veronica Jett getting naked in the bathroom and boned so hard their eyes roll back into their heads! That's
when the real fun starts as the the aqua-porn stars have their heads flushed in the bowl where they attempt to blow bubbles,
breathe through their ears and keep fucking all at the same time!
  
  Fans of softcore porn who like a girl to say 'tee-hee' as she slowly shows you her nipple may find this site nauseating. It's
hardcore smut and it's aimed at perverts who are willing to go for something new and different. Will your girl ever let you
flush her head in the toilet... you'll never know for sure if you don't ask her!
  

Porn Summary
On its own Swirlie Girls is still somewhat small because it's a new site. However, when you add in all of the content on the
included sites your cock will quickly see it is getting one of the best deals in porn history... and getting to flush a pretty girl's
face in the toilet as well!

Review Rating
The Tongue says '1920x1080 High-Def Toilet Porn. Now, we have seen everything!'
Quality: 96  Updates: 90 Exclusive: 95 Interface: 84
Support: 92 Unique: 95    Taste: 90        Final: 91

Porn Sites Included
Ass Smoothie (97) ,I Love You Mya (93) ,I Love You Celeste (92) ,Pornstar Solos (90) ,Stop The Camera (90) ,I Love You
Madison (89) ,Golden Hardcore (88) ,I Love You Melanie (88) ,Her Last Fuck (84) ,Fuck My Flab (84) ,Please Be Gentle
(Preview) ,The Hardcore Network (Preview) ,AfriHoes (Preview) ,Cum Is Good (Preview) ,Attack My Ass (Preview) ,Nasty
Raw Sex (Preview) ,Chopstick Sluts (Preview) ,Chicks Fucking Chicks (Preview) ,Only The Biggest (Preview) 
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Subscription: $34.90 Preview: 2 Days for $4.90 Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment, Pay By Phone,
Other

Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 14
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